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If  we  could  offer  a  top quality education to 
everyone around the world for free, what would 
that do? Three things. 
 
First it would establish education as a fundamental 
human right, where anyone around the world with 
the ability and the motivation could get the skills 
that they need to make a better life for themselves, 
their families and their communities. 
 
Second, it would enable lifelong learning. 
 
And finally, this would enable a wave of innovation, 
because amazing talent can be found anywhere. 
Daphne Koller  
What we're learning from online education  




Fathom Project  
Columbia University 
All Learn Project Oxford, Stanford  
and Yale Universities 
Curs From NAND to Tetris  
Nand2Tetris.org   
Curs  Introduction to Open Education 
Utah State University  
 
El New York Times declara el 2012 Any dels MOOC 
Harvard University i Massachusetts Institute of Technology funden la plataforma EdX 
Primer MOOC en castellà, El algoritmo RSA del projecte Crypt4you 
La UNED llança la plataforma UNED Abierta 
Neix Wedubox, plataforma en espanyol per a docents 
Miríada X és el projecte de formació en línia de la xarxa Universia 
Curs EC&I 831: Social Media & Open  
Education University of Regina  
Bryan Alexander i Dave Cornier encunyen el 
terme Massive Open Online Course (MOOC) 
Primer curs MOOC University of Manitoba 
Connectivism and connective knowledge  
El  Massachusetts Institute of Technology  
ofereix 1800 cursos en obert al  
MIT OpenCourseWare (OCW)  
Primer MOOC d’èxit global, Introduction to 
Artificial Intelligence, origen de la  
plataforma Udacity 
Andrew Ng i Daphne Koller, professors de la 
Stanford University, creen Coursera  
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Els MOOCs i les Universitats catalanes 
 Observatoris MOOC 
Tendències de futur 
Post-MOOC Era  
Small private online courses (Spocs) are a 
competing model to the Mooc (massive open 
online course). Despite much excitement about 
how Moocs might transform the education 
system, they have so far not been able to show 
how they will fund themselves. In addition, the 
"open" nature of the Mooc courses encourages 
large numbers of participants with very varied 
abilities because anyone with an internet 
connection can participate. This raises problems 
with assessment and therefore how much a 
Mooc can be worth on someone's curriculum 
vitae as they go on to jobs or further 
study.  Spocs offer some solution in that 
students are selected, which limits numbers of 
participants, and ensures they satisfy some 
entry requirements for the course. Spocs allow 
educational establishments to use them in a 
"blended learning" approach that combines 
classroom teaching wit online learning. 
 
Financial Times Lexicon 
  
10 reflections on the SPOC vs 
MOOC conversation – Is Har-
vard moving out of  the 1990s? 
 
 
Del MOOC al SPOC 
 
SPOCs Are MOOC  
Game Changers 
 Harvard plans to boldly 
go with 'Spocs' 
 
Are We Beginning the Post-
MOOC ERA?  Two SPOCs 
(Small Private Online Courses) 
are Underway From Harvard/
 
SPOCs may provide what 
MOOCs can’t 
Amb motiu de la celebració del primer seminari de l’Aula Jordi Rubió i Balaguer 
2013-2014,  “Els MOOC: una oportunitat per a les universitats?”,   
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